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Lessons On Late Tuition Payments And Potential Remedies

The Tuition Payments Study examined 

survey responses from nearly 2,000 

consumers to analyze how students 

and financial supporters view the tuition 

payment process. We considered several 

factors — including age and income — 

to determine how modern students are 

approaching tuition payments and the ways 

the process will change in the future.
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The Tuition Payments Study was done in collaboration with 

Flywire, and PYMNTS is grateful for the company’s support 

and insight . PYMNTS .com retains full editorial control over the 

following findings, methodology and data analysis . 
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A college degree is a crucial step 

toward a dream career or post-

graduate education goals . 

Pursuing that dream means millions of 

students and families must figure out 

how to pay for tuition before attendees 

can collect their diplomas, however .

College tuition costs have steadily climbed 

in recent years, making the question of 

how to pay more challenging for many 

households . Tuition and fees for four-

year degrees at public higher education 

institutions were slightly more than three 

times greater in the 2018-2019 academic 

year than in that of 1988-89, according to 

the most recent figures from the College 

Board, and the price at a private, nonprof-

it school has increased two-fold in the 

same time frame .1

These rising costs can make it challenging 

for students and their supporters — fam-

ily members, sponsors and patrons who 

help them cover their education bills — to 

make and keep up with tuition payments . 

A significant share of both groups dip into 

their savings accounts to pay these high-

er education-related costs, while others 

turn to loans .

Regardless of how they choose to pay, 

making timely tuition payments can be a 

difficult ordeal — even for the 46 .2 per-

cent of students who use earnings from 

their full-time jobs and the 50 .5 percent 

of supporters who rely on savings of 

their own . Many students and support-

ers are either currently behind on their 

tuition payments or have been in the 

past, at 48 .7 percent and 38 .2 percent, 

respectively . For them, ensuring they 

pay on time can be a both stressful and  

anxiety-inducing ordeal .

Significant shares of those who are late 

on tuition payments or have been in the 

past also cite late payments as their top 

concern . The situation is so dire that 41 .1 

percent of these students believe pay-

ment delays could result in expulsion, 

34 .4 percent say they keep them from 

focusing on coursework and 31 .9 percent 

believe that related stress could nega-

tively impact their health .

Tuition payment plans could alleviate 

these concerns for students and sup-

porters alike, helping them plan their 

payments over time, track statuses from 

their mobile phones and automate and 

unlock flexible payment options to make 

costs more manageable . Such solutions 

could potentially reduce education in-

stitutions’ financial pain points, too, by 

ensuring timely payment receipt and giv-

ing them better control over their budgets 

and cash flows . 

In collaboration with Flywire, PYMNTS 

surveyed 1,983 consumers to get to the 

bottom of the challenges students and 

supporters face when making timely tui-

tion payments . The result was the Tuition 

Payments Study, including the following 

key findings .

INTRODUCTION

1 Powell, F . See the average costs of attending college in 2018-2019 . U .S . News & World Report . September 2018 . https://www .usnews .com/education/best-colleges/paying-for-col-
lege/articles/paying-for-college-infographic . Accessed July 2019 .

https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/paying-for-college/articles/paying-for-college-infographic
https://www.usnews.com/education/best-colleges/paying-for-college/articles/paying-for-college-infographic
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Students and supporters alike struggle to make on-time payments, regardless 

of their employment statuses . Our research found 63 .1 percent of students 

who are currently late on payments work full-time jobs, and another 57 .4 

percent of this group report not currently being so but have been in the past . 

Supporters face similar struggles, with 63 .8 percent of those currently late 

on payments working full-time jobs and 33 .3 percent previously experiencing 

the same . Untimely tuition payments can thus be a major source of anxiety 

for both groups .

Late payment concerns can weigh heavily on students’ stress levels, with 

71 .9 percent of those who are currently late on their payments or have been 

in the past saying they are most worried about whether they will make pay-

ments on time . Students also indicate that the prospect of paying late could 

threaten their academic careers, giving them anxiety about being expelled or 

making them lose focus on their schoolwork . Supporters are highly troubled 

by these potential outcomes, too, albeit to a lesser extent .

01  Late payments are all too common.

02  Missing tuition payments takes a heavy toll.

Students and supporters are most likely to 

need full- or part-time jobs to pay higher 

education costs and fees . PYMNTS’ analysis 

found that 50 .5 percent of supporters use 

money saved from employment and 46 .2 

percent of students use that from full-time 

jobs to do so . Most surveyed students work 

full-time, as do 30 .8 percent of those who 

are supported . 

Making tuition payments can still be chal-

lenging, however, and 31 .9 percent of 

students and 20 .3 percent of supporters 

working full-time say it is “hard” to do so . 

Students who did not hold jobs have the 

most difficult time, with 13 .7 percent finding 

it “very” hard to keep up with tuition pay-

ments . Having full-time or part-time income 

can also impact students’ and supporters’ 

financial assistance needs .

03  Income from a job is the most  
      common way to pay tuition.
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Considering the apprehension late payments can cause, it is perhaps un-

surprising that 37 .2 percent of respondents express strong interest in tuition 

payment solutions to keep their account balances current . These products 

— several of which are mobile-friendly — offer students and supporters au-

tomatic solutions, flexible payment options and tracking features, and there 

is strong interest in using them . Our study found 45 .9 percent of students 

and 34 .3 percent of supporters are “very” or “extremely” interested .

Who is paying, the frictions they encounter and the solutions that could help 

them are critical details currently missing from the policy debate regarding 

how millions pay for college . The following Tuition Payments Study outlines 

the challenges students and supporters face as they pursue or encourage 

higher education goals .

Our findings indicate that late payments can inflict significant tolls on stu-

dents and supporters, but several respondents appear to shrug them off . 

Fifty-four percent of students who are currently late on their payments say 

paying tuition is “somewhat” or “very” easy, while 44 .3 percent of those who 

are not currently late but have been before say the same . A large share of 

supporters who are currently late (68 .9 percent) voice similar attitudes, as do 

33 .8 percent who are not late but have been . 

Large shares of students and supporters thus appear to be content with 

the tuition payment status quo, even if they have experienced lateness . That 

said, these groups might not be aware that more efficient solutions are avail-

able and can make tuition payments more seamless .

05  Payment plans could relieve tuition payment anxieties.04  There are opportunities for tuition payment improvement.
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S tudents and families often see 

college educations as pathways to 

more prominent careers and high-

er salaries, but many struggle to pay for 

tuition . The fight to make on-time tuition 

payments appears to be considerably 

more difficult for those without income 

from full-time jobs to help build up their 

savings . Students and supporters find it 

equally challenging to pay for tuition, ac-

cording to our analysis, with 31 .8 percent 

of the former and 30 .7 percent of the lat-

ter calling it either “somewhat” or “very” 

hard to do so .

Very easy Somewhat easy Very hardNeither easy  
nor hard

Somewhat hard

10%

20%

FIGURE 1: 

Ease of making tuition payments 
Share of students and supporters who report select difficulty levels in making payments
 

25 .1%

23 .6%

22 .0%

22 .2%

18 .2%

23 .2%

8 .6%

23 .5%

7 .2%

26 .4%

30%

Students:    "Somewhat" or "very" hard        31.8%

Supporters: "Somewhat" or "very" hard        30.7%
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FIGURE 4: 

Students’ sense of ease when making tuition payments 
How easy it is for students to make tuition payments, by employment 
 

Having a job makes it easier for students 

and supporters to meet payment obliga-

tions, as both sides rely heavily on such 

income to cover tuition . This is especially  

true for the 50 .5 percent of supporters 

who pay for tuition with employment in-

come, while 43 .8 percent say they use 

savings they already had built up .

Students are also highly likely to rely on 

savings from full-time jobs to pay tui-

tion . Our research found 46 .2 percent 

use such funds to make their tuition 

payments, 41 .4 percent acquire student 

loans and 32 percent obtain support from  

their parents .
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4 .1%
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FIGURE 2: 

How supporters pay for tuition 
Financial methods supporters use to pay for  
students’ college tuition
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FIGURE 3: 

How students pay for tuition 
Financial methods students use to pay for  
college tuition
 

Part-time jobs

Education savings accounts

Loans from friends or family

Other

Having full-time jobs does not necessarily make payments easier for stu-

dents or their supporters, however . PYMNTS’ analysis learned 53 .3 percent of 

students with full-time employment find it “somewhat” or “very” easy to pay 

for tuition, but 31 .9 percent consider it “somewhat” or “very” hard to do so .

Very easy Somewhat easy Very hardNeither easy  
nor hard

Somewhat hard

10%

20%

30%

Full-time:      "Somewhat" or "very" easy  53.3%

Full-time:      "Somewhat" or "very" hard      31.9%

Part-time:     "Somewhat" or "very" easy  45.9%

Part-time:     "Somewhat" or "very" hard      31.7%

Not working: "Somewhat" or "very" easy   44.5%

Not working: "Somewhat" or "very" hard       31.8%
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FIGURE 5: 

Supporters’ sense of ease when making tuition payments  
How easy it is for supporters to make tuition payments, by employment
 

While not always a perfect solution, full-

time jobs make it easier for students to 

pay tuition on time compared to those 

who work part-time or not at all . Just 45 .9 

percent of those who work part-time say 

it is “somewhat” or “very” easy to pay, but 

31 .7 percent of the same group say the 

opposite: that it is “somewhat” or “very” 

hard to do so . That rate is nearly equal 

to the 31 .9 percent of students working 

full-time jobs who report the same . It is 

worth noting that this group is more fi-

nancially stable, but is still more likely to 

be late in making payments .

Very easy Somewhat easy Very hardNeither easy  
nor hard

Somewhat hard

10%

20%

30%

40%

Supporters of students working full-time are also in better positions to pay 

tuition than students in the same employment group . Our research found 

59 .6 percent of supporters of students with full-time jobs consider it “some-

what” or “very” easy to make payments, and are also much less likely than 

students with full-time jobs to find the process challenging . 

It is perhaps unsurprising that those with full-time jobs are more likely to 

find it “easy” to pay for tuition than those with part-time or no jobs, though . 

Funding earned through full-time employment provides students and sup-

porters with a bit of a tuition payment advantage, but the struggle to pay on 

time is common to both groups .

31.7% 
of students who work part-time  

say it is "somewhat" or "very" hard  
for them to pay tuition .

Full-time:      "Somewhat" or "very" easy  59.6%

Full-time:      "Somewhat" or "very" hard      20.3%

Part-time:     "Somewhat" or "very" easy  42.5%

Part-time:     "Somewhat" or "very" hard      35.4%

Not working: "Somewhat" or "very" easy   39.1%

Not working: "Somewhat" or "very" hard       35.1%
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S ignificant shares of respondents 

are either behind or have previ-

ously been on their payments, but 

not everyone in this category appears 

convinced this is a problem .

Late payment experiences are fairly  

common among both students and sup-

porters, with equal shares (14 .8 percent) 

reporting they are currently so . A larger 

portion of the former say they are not 

currently late but have been in the past 

(33 .9 percent), while only 23 .4 percent of 

supporters say the same . This means 48 .7 

percent of students and 38 .2 percent of 

supporters have experienced late pay-

ments at some point .

THE LATE  
TUITION  

PAYMENT   
EPIDEMIC

51 .3%
61 .8%

23 .4%

14 .8%

33 .9%

14 .8%
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FIGURE 6: 

Late tuition payments 
Students’ and supporters’ late payments, by payment status
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Students with full-time jobs appear es-

pecially vulnerable to falling behind on 

payments, with 63 .1 percent of those who 

are currently late and 57 .4 percent of 

those who have been in the past work-

ing full-time jobs . Those figures come out 

to 32 .1 percent and 36 .4 percent, respec-

tively, among students working part-time 

jobs .

Supporters of students who work full-

time also face higher likelihoods of 

current payment lateness . Our research 

found 63 .8 percent of supporters who 

are late work full-time jobs . This is nearly 

equal to the share of students with full-

time jobs in the same boat (63 .1 percent) .

54 .0% 22 .0%
34 .0% 53 .2%
12 .0% 24 .8%

36 .4% 51 .1%
6 .2% 15 .6%

32 .1% 26 .6%
4 .8% 9 .6%

57 .4% 33 .3%

63 .1% 63 .8%
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Have never paid late Have never paid late

Have paid late before, but am not currently Have paid late before, but am not currently

FIGURE 7: 

Students’ payment delays  
Share of students who work full- or part-time and have 
experienced lateness, by status
 

FIGURE 8: 

Supporters’ payment delays  
Share of supporters who work full- or part-time and have 
experienced lateness, by status
 

Full-time

Part-time

Not working

Full-time

Part-time

Not working

Currently paying late Currently paying late

Just 33 .3 percent of supporters who are not currently late but have previously  

fallen behind on tuition payments work full-time . The same cannot be said 

for supporters with part-time jobs, however, as 51 .1 percent who have been 

late in the past support students working part-time jobs . 

Students in the lowest income bracket — those earning below $50,000 per 

year — face the highest risk of experiencing late payments, with 51 .6 percent 

of them either currently or previously late when paying tuition . The pattern is 

similar among supporters in the same bracket, with 50 .3 percent saying they 

were likely to experience late payments .

Higher income appears to reduce the risk of late payments for students, al-

though not by much . Our research found 45 .8 percent of those earning more 

than $100,000 per year are currently late or have been so on payments . Sup-

porters in this income group are comparatively less likely to be late, with just 

32 .5 percent saying they are either currently so or have been in the past . This 

makes sense, considering supporters are more likely to have experience with 

managing money and making financial plans . 
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Many students and supporters have struggled to pay on time — a trend that applies 

across employment statuses and income brackets — but not all appear to be concerned 

about it . Interestingly, more than 54 percent of students who claim to currently be late on 

their payments say the payment process is “somewhat” or “very” easy for them . 

Very easy Very easySomewhat easy Somewhat easyVery hard Very hardNeither easy  
nor hard

Neither easy  
nor hard

Somewhat hard Somewhat hard

10%

20%

FIGURE 9: 

Tuition payments based on students’ perceptions  
Ease of making payments, by lateness
 

FIGURE 10: 

Tuition payments based on supporters’ perceptions  
Ease of making payments, by lateness
 

30%
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A similar pattern can be seen among students who are not late on payments but have 

been before, 44 .3 percent of whom say it is “somewhat” or “very” easy to pay their tuition 

bills . The share of supporters who find it “easy” to pay tuition despite late payments is 

considerably higher . Among those who are currently late on payments, 68 .9 percent say 

making payments is “somewhat” or “very” easy . Supporters who have struggled with pay-

ments in the past are less likely to agree at just 33 .8 percent .

Currently paying late:                                  "Somewhat" or "very" easy  54.2% Currently paying late:                                  "Somewhat" or "very" easy  68.9%

Have paid late before, but am not currently: "Somewhat" or "very" easy  44.3% Have paid late before, but am not currently: "Somewhat" or "very" easy  33.8%

Have never paid late:                                  "Somewhat" or "very" easy  52.5% Have never paid late:                                  "Somewhat" or "very" easy  46.9%
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So, why would those who have expe-

rienced late payments still claim the 

process is easy? Their responses might 

be related to the overall ease of making 

payments without regard to associated 

deadlines, according to PYMNTS’ analysis . 

These findings could indicate that both 

students and supporters who have ex-

perienced late payments would benefit 

from solutions that make payments even 

simpler than they already believe them 

to be . A payment plan could help those 

who feel settling up is easy — especially 

those who do not seem particularly con-

cerned about deadlines — to make their 

payments on time .

Payment plans could also keep both 

groups from falling behind on future pay-

ments . It is thus clear why many would 

want to use such solutions, particularly 

considering late payments’ myriad im-

pacts on students and supporters alike .

54.2% 
of students say paying for tuition is  

"somewhat" or "very" easy for them .

Despite currently being late on payments,
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T he prospect of late payments is 

something that weighs heavily 

on both students’ and support-

ers’ minds . The issue seems to be worse 

on the former than the latter, with 71 .9 

percent and 64 .3 percent indicating they 

worry about late payments, respectively . 

In fact, just 9 .6 percent of students and 

11 .0 percent of supporters say paying late 

did not contribute to their stress levels .

Students are more likely to face addition-

al stress-related consequences over late 

payments, though . Our research found 

41 .1 percent are concerned that paying 

late might lead to expulsion — which 

could threaten their academic careers 

and future employment statuses — and 

that 34 .6 percent of supporters hold the  

same fear . 

THE HIGH COST 
OF LATE  

PAYMENTS
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64 .3%

34 .6%

24 .1%

26 .0%
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FIGURE 11: 

Late payment fallouts  
Impacts of late payments on students and supporters, by 
persona
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The specter of expulsion is not the only 

academic fallout causing students anx-

iety, however . This group is also more 

concerned that late payments could 

make them lose focus on their school-

work (34 .4 percent), compared to 26 

percent of supporters, and 31 .9 percent 

of the former and 24 .1 percent of the 

latter say the involved stress negatively 

impacts their health .

Students who indicate that late pay-

ments lead to poor health are also the 

most likely to find it difficult to pay for tu-

ition, with 44 .4 percent saying they found 

doing so to be “somewhat” or “very” hard .

Supporters who are concerned about 

the ways late payments will impact their 

health are more likely to find tuition pay-

ments challenging, with 57 .1 percent 

calling it “somewhat” or “very” hard to 

pay . This might indicate that health con-

cerns related to late payments could 

heavily influence supporters’ future  

payment decisions .

Late payment concerns clearly take a 

toll on both students and supporters . 

It is thus unsurprising that both have 

expressed strong support for tuition pay-

ment solutions .

TABLE 1: 

Student stress factors 
How late payments impact students, by ease of payments
 

TABLE 2: 

Supporter stress factors 
How late payments impact supporters, by ease of payments
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FIGURE 12: 

Interest in tuition payment solutions 
Respondents’ level of interest in using payment plan offerings
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T uition payment solutions could 

make the payment process 

easier on both students and 

supporters — and go a long way toward 

relieving some common pain points . They 

offer features that improve payment se-

curity, provide seamless mobile device 

experiences, offer tracking services for 

one-time and recurring transactions and 

include automatic and flexible plans .

Interest in using these services is high 

across the board, with just 15 .5 per-

cent of respondents saying they are not 

interested in them . Put another way, 

84 .5 percent say they would be at least  

“slightly” interested in using tuition pay-

ment solutions and 37 .2 percent would 

be either “very” or “extremely” so . 

SOLVING  
TUITION  

PAYMENT  
PROBLEMS

"very" or "extremely" interested:  37.2%
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Students express the highest interest, 

with 45 .9 percent indicating they would 

be “very” or “extremely” so in using tuition 

payment solutions . This figure is greater 

than the 34 .3 percent of supporters who 

say the same . Students are more like-

ly to feel stressed about late payments, 

too, meaning it is not shocking that they 

are also more interested than their sup-

porters in solutions that would ease the 

tuition payment process .

10%

20%

FIGURE 13: 

Student and supporter interest in tuition payment solutions 
Interest in tuition payment plans, by respondent group and level
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Timely payments’ appeal can also 

influence interest in the payment 

solutions that provide students 

and supporters with various plans 

to resolve their balances . This is 

especially true among those who 

are currently late in paying, 54 .7 

percent of whom say they would 

be “very” or “extremely” interested 

in these offerings . Students once 

again express higher interest lev-

els, however, with 63 .2 percent of 

those who are currently late saying 

the same .

The products’ ease and conve-

nience are key selling points for 

students and supporters alike . The 

former are much more likely to be 

interested in options that make 

tuition payments easier, with 72 

percent indicating this as their top 

reason . Nearly 60 percent of sup-

porters express interest in payment 

solutions based on the same logic . 

These groups cite convenience as 

their second-most important at 

50 .1 percent and 52 percent, re-

spectively .

45.9% 
of students are "very" or "extremely"  

interested in tuition payment solutions .
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Ease and convenience are main draws 

for students and supporters, but sever-

al factors deter them from using tuition 

payment solutions . More than two-thirds 

of the latter and over half of the former 

who were not interested in payment 

solutions say they feel this way because 

they like how they currently pay for tui-

tion, for example .

Personal data security fears also deter 

students and supporters from tapping 

into tuition payment solutions . This is es-

pecially true for students, 29 .8 percent 

of whom cite it as their second-most 

pressing concern, and 19 .3 percent of 

supporters . The former are also more 

likely to believe the products would make 

paying more difficult and less convenient .

There is clearly a market for further tuition 

payment solution adoption, especially 

given the stress and potentially harmful 

impacts late payments can have on stu-

dents and supporters .

72% 
of students are interested  

in payment solutions  
because they ease the payment process.
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FIGURE 15: 

Lack of interest in tuition payment solutions 
Why students and supporters would not consider  
investing in solutions, by reasons
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FIGURE 14: 

Interest in tuition payment solutions 
Why students and supporters would consider  
investing in solutions, by attribute
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S tudents want to attend colleges 

and universities to become experts 

in their fields and pursue preferred 

careers, but that experience is not a re-

ality for many . As such, some must find 

time to complete their academic work-

loads while also trying to earn incomes . 

The pool of working students is among 

the most likely to see tuition payment 

plans’ value . They hold full- or part-time 

jobs to support their academic pursuits, 

and 18 percent work full-time jobs, av-

erage 36 years of age and earn annual 

incomes of $100,856 . Just 13 percent of 

students work part-time, but those who 

do average 29 years of age, are more likely 

to be female and earn $88,586 annually .

Students have an appetite for tui-

tion payment solutions that are easy 

to use, add convenience and reduce 

overall stress — regardless of employ-

ment status . Adoption barriers remain, 

but the following Deep Dive explores 

the factors that drive students with 

full- and part-time jobs to use tuition  

payment solutions .

DEEP DIVE:  
KEEPING  

WORKING STUDENTS  
FOCUSED  

ON SCHOOL

Student 
working full-time

Student 
working part-time

Share of total  
respondents: 18%

Average age: 36

Average annual income: 
$100,856

Share of total  
respondents: 13%

Average age: 29

Average annual income: 
$88,586
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Those with full-time jobs are more likely to report being “extremely” interested in tuition 

payment solutions, though, and this is largely because they are also more likely to struggle 

to pay at all . Our research found 39 .1 percent of those working full-time and 34 .2 percent 

who work part-time feel it is “somewhat” or “very” hard to make tuition payments .

Not at all  
interested

Very easySlightly  
interested

Somewhat easyExtremely  
interested

Very hardSomewhat  
interested

Neither easy  
nor hard

Very 
interested

Somewhat hard
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20%

FIGURE 16: 

Interest in tuition payment solutions 
Share of students with full- and part-time jobs interested in such solutions, by level
 

FIGURE 17: 

Ease of making payments 
Share of working students who find it easy to pay tuition, by employment
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Those working full-time express the greatest interest in tuition payment solutions, with 

19 .1 percent and 15 .8 percent who work part-time reporting being “extremely” interested in 

them . Students without full- or part-time jobs are not far behind, with 14 .4 percent saying 

the same .

Students working full-time:  "Somewhat" or "very" hard      39.1%

Students working part-time: "Somewhat" or "very" hard     34.2%

Rest of therespondents:      "Somewhat" or "very" hard       22.8%

Students working full-time:   19.1%

Students working part-time:  15.8%

Rest of the respondents:       14.4%
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The risk of falling behind on payments is 

a top concern among working students, 

particularly those with part-time jobs . 

PYMNTS’ analysis found 79 .8 percent of 

this group worries about making on-time 

payments, a fear that is shared by 68 .2 

percent of students with full-time po-

sitions . Both groups are also concerned 

about losing focus on their schoolwork, 

and those working part-time are more 

likely to be concerned about their health .

Working students are the most likely to 

want to use payment solutions to make 

paying tuition easier, according to our re-

search . The highest shares of those with 

full-time (71 .8 percent) and part-time 

jobs (77 .6 percent) say they are motivated 

to use such offerings for this reason .

Students working full-time are more likely 

to list convenience as a reason for using 

tuition payment solutions, cited by 63 .8 

percent . Just 44 .7 percent of those with 

part-time jobs say the same . Students 

with full-time employment are also more 

open to trying tuition payment solutions 

to reduce their stress levels than those 

working part-time, at 46 .5 percent and 

43 .6 percent, respectively .

Working students are more likely to strug-

gle to make tuition payments, though, 

making related solutions a possible way 

to better remain in good financial stand-

ing with their academic institutions . 

Adoption barriers also exist among work-

ing students, and the highest shares say 

they like the methods they currently use . 

Those working part-time are most con-

cerned about data security and fraud, 

however, and seem to assume that us-

ing tuition payment solutions might make 

the payment process less convenient .
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FIGURE 18: 

Stress relates to tuition payment delays 
How late payments impact students working  
full- and part-time jobs, by persona
 

FIGURE 19: 

Reasons for interest in tuition payment solutions 
Why working students want to try payment plan offerings,  
by employment
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M any modern students and supporters struggle to make timely tuition payments, 

regardless of whether they are enrolled themselves, support students enrolled 

in college or work part- or full-time jobs . Significant shares of respondents find 

the process to be challenging, a sure sign that the market is ready for a change . 

That 48 .7 percent of students and 38 .2 percent of supporters have experienced late 

payments demonstrates the problem’s reach and highlights the need for solutions that 

alleviate financial uncertainty . The impact of missing or falling behind on payments can be 

a significant source of stress for both groups, after all, and students who struggle to make 

payments are more likely to list losing focus on their schoolwork and possibly getting ex-

pelled among their top concerns . Supporters who find tuition payments “somewhat” or 

“very” hard to manage meanwhile face higher late payment-related health risks .

CONCLUSION Both groups see tuition payment solutions’ potential to make it easier and 

more convenient to settle up costs and fees . These products promise to do 

so by enabling mobile-friendly and automated payments as well as tracking 

features to keep students and supporters in good financial standing with ac-

ademic institutions . Perhaps as importantly, these products give users peace 

of mind . 

Not all are open to such solutions, though . Many students and support-

ers have grown comfortable with their current payment methods, meaning 

tuition payment solution providers must demonstrate how emerging alter-

natives could benefit such users . 

Data security, fraud and convenience-related concerns stand in the way, 

however . Tuition payment solution adoption could be wide-reaching if these 

barriers are overcome, giving students and supporters a resource that can 

remind them about approaching due dates, track payments’ statuses and 

help them avoid delinquencies . These factors certainly have the potential to 

reduce tuition payments stresses .

Getting accepted into college is a significant milestone for millions of stu-

dents, but the challenges involved in paying for tuition could derail those 

plans and cause many to fall behind on their academic and career goals . 

Those trials could be alleviated using tuition payment solutions that help 

supporters and students meet deadlines, thereby keeping the former fo-

cused on their classes instead of their bills .
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T he Tuition Payment Study, a 

PYMNTS and Flywire collabora-

tion, is based on 1,983 completed 

survey responses . Just 691 respondents 

identified as “only” students, 968 did so 

as “only” supporters of students and 324 

as students supporting other students . 

The sample was divided into two groups: 

the 1,015 “students” who are enrolled in 

college and do or do not support other 

students, and the 1,292 who identify as 

“supporters .” The latter were either stu-

dents themselves who support other 

students or non-students who pay tuition 

for those enrolled within higher education 

institutions . 

METHODOLOGY

ABOUT

PYMNTS .com is where the best minds and the best content meet on the 

web to learn about “What’s Next” in payments and commerce . Our inter-

active platform is reinventing the way in which companies in payments 

share relevant information about the initiatives that shape the future of 

this dynamic sector and make news . Our data and analytics team in-

cludes economists, data scientists and industry analysts who work with 

companies to measure and quantify the innovation that is at the cutting 

edge of this new world .

Flywire solves complex payment problems for businesses and insti-

tutions to empower new local and global opportunities . The company 

processes billions in payments per year, connecting all the entities in-

volved to make those transactions faster, more secure, less expensive 

and more transparent . Clients in business, education and healthcare 

use Flywire’s full-service platform to tailor their customers’ payment 

experiences, creating a single visibility and control point for payer en-

gagement and receivables management . The company supports its 

clients with end-to-end customer support, including multilingual ser-

vicing via phone, email and chat, as well as around-the-clock online 

payment tracking . Flywire is headquartered in Boston and has offices in 

Chicago, Cluj (Romania), London and Manchester (U .K .), Shanghai, Singa-

pore, Sydney, Tokyo and Valencia (Spain) . 

We are interested in your feedback on this report . If you have questions, comments or would like to subscribe, 

please email us at tuitionpayments@pymnts .com .
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The Tuition Payments Study may be updated periodically. While reasonable efforts are made 

to keep the content accurate and up-to-date, PYMNTS.COM: MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS 

OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, REGARDING THE CORRECTNESS, 

ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, ADEQUACY, OR RELIABILITY OF OR THE USE OF OR 

RESULTS THAT MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE USE OF THE INFORMATION OR THAT THE 

CONTENT WILL SATISFY YOUR REQUIREMENTS OR EXPECTATIONS. THE CONTENT IS 

PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ON AN “AS AVAILABLE” BASIS. YOU EXPRESSLY AGREE THAT YOUR 

USE OF THE CONTENT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK. PYMNTS.COM SHALL HAVE NO LIABILITY 

FOR ANY INTERRUPTIONS IN THE CONTENT THAT IS PROVIDED AND DISCLAIMS ALL 

WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THE CONTENT, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES 

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-

INFRINGEMENT AND TITLE. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF 

CERTAIN WARRANTIES, AND, IN SUCH CASES, THE STATED EXCLUSIONS DO NOT APPLY. 

PYMNTS.COM RESERVES THE RIGHT AND SHOULD NOT BE LIABLE SHOULD IT EXERCISE 

ITS RIGHT TO MODIFY, INTERRUPT, OR DISCONTINUE THE AVAILABILITY OF THE CONTENT 

OR ANY COMPONENT OF IT WITH OR WITHOUT NOTICE. 

PYMNTS.COM SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER, AND, IN 

PARTICULAR, SHALL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, OR 

INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, OR DAMAGES FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF REVENUE, OR LOSS OF 

USE, ARISING OUT OF OR RELATED TO THE CONTENT, WHETHER SUCH DAMAGES ARISE 

IN CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE, TORT, UNDER STATUTE, IN EQUITY, AT LAW, OR OTHERWISE, 

EVEN IF PYMNTS.COM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. 

DISCLAIMER

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW FOR THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY 

FOR INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, AND IN SUCH CASES SOME OF THE 

ABOVE LIMITATIONS DO NOT APPLY. THE ABOVE DISCLAIMERS AND LIMITATIONS ARE 

PROVIDED BY PYMNTS.COM AND ITS PARENTS, AFFILIATED AND RELATED COMPANIES, 

CONTRACTORS, AND SPONSORS, AND EACH OF ITS RESPECTIVE DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, 

MEMBERS, EMPLOYEES, AGENTS, CONTENT COMPONENT PROVIDERS, LICENSORS, AND 

ADVISERS. 

Components of the content original to and the compilation produced by PYMNTS.COM is the 

property of PYMNTS.COM and cannot be reproduced without its prior written permission. 

You agree to indemnify and hold harmless, PYMNTS.COM, its parents, affiliated and related 

companies, contractors and sponsors, and each of its respective directors, officers, members, 

employees, agents, content component providers, licensors, and advisers, from and against 

any and all claims, actions, demands, liabilities, costs, and expenses, including, without 

limitation, reasonable attorneys’ fees, resulting from your breach of any provision of this 

Agreement, your access to or use of the content provided to you, the PYMNTS.COM services, 

or any third party’s rights, including, but not limited to, copyright, patent, other proprietary 

rights, and defamation law. You agree to cooperate fully with PYMNTS.COM in developing 

and asserting any available defenses in connection with a claim subject to indemnification 

by you under this Agreement.


